FLORES TOUR
2020

EAST FLORES LAND TOUR
TYPE: PRIVATE TOUR
MIN BOOKING: 2 PEOPLE
DURATION: 5DAYS
MEETING POINT – TIME: ENDE AIRPORT (flight arrival before 10.00) or HOTEL (at 08.00)
ENDING POINT – TIME: MAUMERE HOTEL
DAY 1 ENDE – BAJAWA
BLUE STONE BEACH on the central south coast of Flores is both gorgeous and a geological oddity. This black
volcanic sand beach is strewn with blue, green, red and yellow stones as far as the eye can see.
WOGO VILLAGE Lying to the east of Bena, Wogo is another picturesque village which features all the richness
of the traditional Ngada culture. The village of Wogo is actually a new comer in the Ngada landscape. It has been
inhabited only since 1932, when the inhabitants from the ‘Old Wogo’ decided to leave their original village with
their ancestral megaliths behind.
BAJAWA is a small charming town located in the middle of the Florinese highlands. It is surrounded by forestcovered mountains with a pleasant climate.
DAY 2 BAJAWA – RIUNG
BENA a community that is situated at the foot of Mount Inerie. It has impressive stone formations and ancestral
shrines, as well as traditional houses. Bena offers an awesome sight, the megalithic formations in the village
center.
SOA HOT SPRING offers warm water that flows from a river under the shade of coconut trees. Walk further to
a canyon with beautiful drop-offs that almost look like little waterfalls.
RIUNG on Flores Island is famed for being home to the remarkable 17 Islands National Park. The small-time
fishing town of Riung is perched along the quiet and relatively dry northern coast of Flores.
DAY 3 RIUNG
17 ISLANDS SNORKELING TOUR island-hopping in smallish fishing vessels from one white-sand tropical
paradise to another. Pristine beaches, azure waters, & enchanting views welcomed us at every turn. And with
the islands in such close proximity of one another, it allowed us to maximize our time enjoying them, rather than
spending it on the boat. The area is also perfect for snorkeling, with the waters boasting an abundance of coral
& marine life. As it is only a day trip, we won’t have enough time to visit all islands. We only visit 3 most beautiful
islands in this national park. (snorkeling gear is provided by customer).
DAY 4 RIUNG – MONI
DETUSUKO A village in a valley blanketed with rice fields, located halfway between Ende and Moni is a misty,
cool hill town with amazing rice field scenery.
WOLOGAI VILLAGE is one of the few villages in the Ende district with well-maintained houses built in the
traditional Lionese architectural style.
NDUA RIA Take a visit to a traditional fruit and vegetable market all freshly pick from the local farms.
MONI VILLAGE a small village as a gateway to the Three Color Lake, Kelimutu Volcano.
DAY 5 MONI – MAUMERE

KALIMUTU THREE COLOR LAKE Mount Kelimutu, with its three colored crater lakes, is probably the most
amazing natural phenomenon in Flores. There are local named designated to each lakes ; Tiwu ata Mbupu (Lake
of Old People) which is usually blue and on the westernmost of the three lakes. The other two lakes are Tiwu
Nuwa Muri Koo Fai (Lake of Young Men and Maidens) for the green colored lakes and Tiwu Ata Polo (Bewitched
or Enchanted Lake) for the red colored lakes and only separated by a crater wall.
Early morning start to climb the volcano. Enjoy the beautiful scenery of sun rise and three Color Lake from the
bank of the crater.
JOPU Traditional Village is yet another tribal village that is beautifully preserved. The woodcarvings on the
doorways, benches, and walls are particularly interesting here. The tribe living here is called Lio.
KOKA BEACH is an exotic beach with ti’s white sands coastwise. White and fine sand stretch along the
coastline and that assure us that Koka Beach become a hidden paradise.
MAUMERE is a sea port located in the East of Flores.
PRICE: IDR 5.100.000/person
INCLUDED
AC coach, English speaking guide, petrol, boat in Riung (with lunch, mineral water)
EXCLUDED
Entrance fee, Meals, accommodation, personal needs.

